ESX-2 Fuel System De-Carbonizer
Provide your customers with
improved performance and
fast easy service!
◆ Removes carbon, varnish, gum and

contaminants from the fuel system.
◆ Cleans fuel rail, fuel injectors, upper

combustion chamber, valves, catalytic
converters, and oxygen sensors.
◆ Improves fuel economy, power, and

smooths idle.
◆ Improves performance, reduces hard

starts, hesitation, and lowers emissions.
◆ Microprocessor-controlled for

unattended operation during cleaning.
◆ Comprehensive adapter coverage for

domestic, European and Asian vehicles.
◆ Diagnostic vacuum gauge

demonstrates effectiveness.
◆ Heavy-duty 16 gauge steel cabinet with

powder-coated finish for years of service.

◆ Highest quality solenoids, hose material,

couplers, electronics, etc. used for years
of reliable service—compare!
◆ Special spray nozzle included for cleaning

throttle bottle and air plenum.
◆ Large wheels and casters for great

mobility. Casters are of special material
that does not allow stone chips, shavings,
etc. to jam casters.
◆ Illuminated fuel/cleaner tank for easy,

accurate fuel and cleaner filling.
◆ Includes one case of 12 – 8 ounce bottles

of cleaning chemical.
◆ Lifetime Product Support—Full product

testing before shipment, lifetime toll-free
technical assistance, a comprehensive
one year warranty, 200+ service centers
maximize your productivity and minimize
your operation costs.

Specifications
Electrical
Dimensions
Weight
Controls

12V DC 15 AMP
44"H x 21"W x 22"D (112 cm x 53 cm x 56 cm)
168 lbs. (76 kg)
Microprocessor with digital keypad and
light emitting diodes
Pump
Positive Displacement Gear Pump
(1.32 quarts per minute)
Process Time
30 – 45 minutes average
Fluid Tank Capacities 1 gallon
Fuel Type
gasoline
Hoses
Black & Red (service) 10 foot
Black (vacuum check) 10 foot
Adapter Set
Contains standard adapters for most Ford, GM,
Chrysler, European and Asian vehicles. Couplers valved
for minimum spill. Connect to pressure and return lines
of fuel system.
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ESX-2
Fuel System Cleaner (12 – 8 oz. bottles)

P/N 410-80001-00
P/N 310-80024-00

